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Study Process
•

The applications exploration –
domain focused workshops:
–

Agency end-users
•
•

–
–

•

Crisis management
Federal statistics

Information technology experts
Committee application experts

The synthesis project:
–

Initial plan
•

–

Outside inputs
•
•
•

–

Complete the “routine” technology
identification mission
Federal CIO and acquisition executives
Industry representatives
Agency research program managers

The process:
Unavoidable issues
•
•
•
•
•

E-gov = e-biz?
Technology levers for e-gov?
Acquisition practices and innovation
Research management and technology transition
Will industry do it?

E-Government

What’s the E-Gov Vision?
• Today:
– Information access
– Basic transactions
– Infrastructure

• Emerging (but general) vision of governance
supported by technology
– Principles
• Sector-focused / personalized customer service
– Access to full range of transactions
– Increased participation in government

• Increased government internal efficiency
• Means to address government special challenges

– Attributes
• Trustworthiness
• Effectiveness, efficiency, flexibility

Realizing the Vision
•

Example future capabilities
– Personalized transaction portal
– Instant bureaucracy for crisis
response & recovery
– Instant epidemiology, with
continuous monitoring and
mining of diverse indicators

•

Much work remains before the vision
of e-government can be fully realized.

•

Realizing the potential requires
addressing a broad array of issues:
–
–
–
–
–

Organization and policy
Acquisition practices
Engineering practice
Technical research
Innovation management and
technology transition

Why now?
• Market & expectations
–
–

Products, services, support
E-services with 24x7

• National security
–
–
–

New sense of vulnerability focuses attention on IT infrastructure
Rapidly evolving threat models
Rapidly evolving security/privacy/infrastructure requirements

• Technologies and standards
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Mainstream Internet
Distributed processing
Data interchange
Remote service invocation
Safe mobile code
Database/transactions
Multimedia

• Policy
–
–
–
–

Gov. Paperwork Elim. Act
Clinger-Cohen
IT Innovation Fund
Access America

-

Secure browsing/transactions
Graphical Web browsers
Search engines
Data mining
HCI improvements
PKI & crypto
Security services

-

OMB E-gov Strategy
Firstgov
USA PATRIOT
NPR

Government ↔ commercial sector
• Where possible, government should
follow the private sector in designing
and implementing IT-based services.
– Often: e-gov ~ e-biz

• But sometimes government
requirements differ from commercial.
• In these areas government must
recognize and act on its role as a
“demand leader.”

E-Gov special considerations
•

Ubiquity

•

Trustworthiness

•

Access and confidentiality

•

Structural constraints

•

Special government functions

– Access for everyone
– Access that is more natural and pervasive
– High expectations
– Authentication, PKI infrastructure
– Exception-handling
– “Good” & “bad” linking
– Privacy

– Aggregating portals instead of government reorganization
– 3rd parties
– Interoperation challenges
– Crisis management & homeland security
– Federal Statistics

E-Gov non-technical challenges
•

Government faces significant non-technical challenges in IT acquisition,
particularly with respect to rapid iteration of development in the face of
changes in 3 areas:
– Understanding of requirements

– Operating environment

– Underlying technology base

•

These have implications

– For the acquisition of e-government capability
– For the management of e-government research

IT Innovation and E-Government

Broad research topics
• Technology levers for e-government
– Areas of IT research where government investment is
likely to have an impact on the creation of advanced
e-government capability in the long-term
– NB.
• Not of sole importance for e-gov: broad leverage
• Not a comprehensive inventory
• Nonetheless, important enablers for future e-gov capability
–
–
–
–
–

Information management (1)
Software technology (5)
Net infrastructure
Security (4)
Service APIs

-

Models and simulation
Human computer interaction (3)
Large-scale systems
Middleware (2)
Organizational and social issues (3)

Research for e-gov
•

Government fosters innovation to
enhance its own future capability

•

But there is more to the story:
– Government also has a role as
farsighted long-term investor in
areas with broad socio-economic
impact
• Especially in areas where research
results are nonappropriable –
where the private sector may not
be able to justify investment

•

Hence:
– Mutual reinforcement of the
dual roles of government:
• Mission focused long-term
investment
• Creator of public good

(1) Information management
• Governments hold huge amounts of heterogeneous data
–
–
–
–

Diverse
Diverse
Diverse
Diverse

sources
schemas and representations
policies for access management, security, privacy
underlying data management technologies

• Challenges (examples)
– Unstructured and semi-structured data
– Data mining
• Geographical data, time-dependent data, images, video

– Approximation, uncertainty, inconsistency
– Conventionalization of representations: XML DTDs
• Schema reconciliation: fed stats challenge

– Achieving data linking
• Crisis management challenge

– Preventing linking
• Microdata privacy challenge

(2) Middleware
• Middleware
– Software that provides common services in componentbased systems
– Authentication, auditing, indexing, access management,
e-commerce services, data management
– Frameworks – embodiment of principles for component
interaction
• Examples: COM, EJB, HLA
• Example: JTA

– Research in middleware focuses on the problems of
scale and scalability.
• Individual researchers have contributed to understanding
scalability and soundness issues

(3) HCI, organizational, and social issues
• What is the impact of e-government on governance?
– How to assess the value of “improved” government services?

• What is the impact of e-government on government?
– What is the potential organizational impact of significant changes in
agency IT infrastructure?

• How can this understanding influence the design process?
– What design principles can be adopted in the formulation of potential
new government services?

• How can government services be deployed ubiquitously?
– How can systems be created that are usable by a wide range of
individuals and organizations with heterogeneous needs, cognitive
abilities, technology infrastructure, etc?
– How can tools be created to assist in information location, for example,
that are usable by people with a wide range of interests and abilities?

(4) Security
•
•
•

Confidentiality
Integrity
Authentication
– Locus of authority and role of third-parties
– Identity

•

Authorization
– Access control on the basis of authentication and policy
– Modeling and understanding the impacts of policy choices

•

Audit
– Configuration management (and integrity)
– Activity audit and anomaly detection

•

Putting it together:
– E-commerce infrastructure
– Crisis response: exception creation and handling
• Data escrow
• Rapid policy reconfiguration (and consequences)

(5) Software technologies
• Software is the building material for information systems
• Challenges
– Reliability, dependability, quality
– Measurement
– Component packaging and integration
• Diverse sources and access
• Analysis, qualification, and assurance

– Process and prediction
• Iterative models in practice: what are the risk issues
• Embedded COTS and open source
• Prototyping

• Progress in engineering practice is matched by scaling
up in expectations of functionality
– Sets the trade point for quality, functionality, etc.

Research, Innovation, and Impact

What are the mechanisms for fostering innovation?
• Few agencies do IT research
– Most federal, state, and local agencies have limited capability or
mandate to manage IT research and innovation programs

• Exploit mechanisms for cross-agency collaboration
– Collaborate with agencies that do have strong research
programs and that face similar challenges
– This may reduce overall cost and risk

• Consider providing specific mechanisms that can help
buy down the risk
– Cross-agency IT innovation fund
– Create incentives to enable innovative (risky) projects

Research management
• Transition from lab to operational systems
– High risk and difficulty
– Depends on
1. Underlying technical capability
2. Research management strategy
3. Extrinsic considerations: market, operating environment, etc.

• Research program managers need to be aware of:
– Models for thinking about transition
• Innovation supply chain
• Dimensions of risk

– Research strategies that could be employed

The innovation pipeline
A back-of-envelope account of the technology food chain:
•

Academic and industry researchers develop new concepts, technologies,
standards
– Stimulated by government agency research sponsorship
– Transitioned/acquired by vendors and niche technology suppliers

•

Industry, academia, and government jointly develop concepts and
strategies
– Create new solutions that may combine innovations in technology with
innovations in practice

•
•

Vendors and tool suppliers develop components
Government agencies issue RFPs
– Informed by knowledge of emerging technologies and standards

•

SI’s and vertical suppliers respond to RFPs
– Acquire components and technologies from vendors and technology suppliers
– Build (and sometimes operate) systems

Models for technology transition – 1
Innovation Supply Chain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Researchers
Niche technology suppliers
Component vendors
Vertical-solution developers
System integrators
Government acquisition programs
End users

Principal issues
•

What are the innovation incentives for each of the players in
the supply chain?
–
–
–

•

Integrators
Vendors
Niche suppliers

What are the leverage points in the supply chain for the
research program manager?

Models for technology transition – 2
Dimensions of Risk
•

Evaluation risk
–
–
–
–

•

Overconstraint or underconstraint
Mixed strategy
Iceberg
Avoid overmanagement

•

•

Wizard of Oz
Double Helix

•

Principal issues
•
•

Which are the main risks?
At what points are they best addressed?

Pipeline
Produce-consumer connection
Architecture commonality

Are we leading the receiver?
Living in the future

Reliability and usability risks
–
–

Did we solve the right problem?

Does the box have the right color?

Moore’s law risk
–
–

Problem-concept risk
–
–
–

Integration & adoption risk
–
–
–
–

Measurement as research
Testbed
Benchmarking

Solution-concept risk
–
–
–
–

•

Light under lamppost problem

•

Usable by real people in real situations?
Design for usability, reliability

Planning risks
–
–

Focusing on the right risks at the right time?
Modeling

Tactics in achieving innovation
•

Identify the drivers

•

Map the supply chain

–
–
–
–
–
–

The desired innovation.
Who has a stake in successfully achieving it.
The time horizon (time available to achieve the operational impact).
The overall risk tolerance for the effort.
Identify the participants in the supply chain that links operational end-users with innovators
Understand
•
•
•

The readiness of the potential participants
Their incentive structure
Natural points of collaboration

•

Assess and mitigate risks

•

Identify critical points of leverage

•

Take action

–
–

Identify the principal risk issues at each stage
Consider appropriate strategies for addressing those risks.

–
–

Identify levers in the supply chain
Understand timing considerations and other factors

–
–

Stimulate appropriate supply chain participants to achieve the goals.
For example:
•
•
•
•

Invest to stimulate exploration or buy down risk
Stimulate collaboration
Facilitate new standards: create service interfaces
Create benchmarks or other measurement mechanisms

Government / researcher collaboration?
•

Government and researchers are at opposite ends
of the supply chain
– They are separated by technology suppliers, vendors,
integrators, verticals, etc.
– They therefore may appear to be unlikely allies.

•

But both have a shared interest in innovation and
meeting future needs

– They have a similar incentive structure
– Collaboration can lower the risk of adopting innovative
approaches in systems
– Researchers
• Gain direct understanding of the real challenges
• Gain access to relevant data and artifacts

– Agencies

• Gain understanding of emerging and future technologies
• Gain opportunity to influence their trajectory

•

This does not mean that government should
necessarily short-circuit the supply chain in acquisition
or be an early adopter

Will Industry Do It?
Industry R&D investment
• The federal IT research investment remains important – despite the rapid pace of
industrial IT investment
• Why – nonappropriability
–

Some research results can be protected
•

–

•

Patents, trade secrets

But for a wide range of areas, results diffuse broadly

Particularly true for IT enabling technologies:
–
–

Algorithm analysis, programming-language foundations, performance estimation and
measurement technologies
Standards and conventions
•
•

Pivotal in IT innovation
How services are delivered – the hourglass neck

Industry innovation incentives
• Not all supply chain participants seek innovation
–
–

•

System integrators and consultants often derive competitive advantage from predictability
and process
Hence their interest in potentially disruptive innovation is limited

Hence natural synergy between the government mission to create public good and
the role of researchers

Summary

Personal reflection
There is a strong (but subtle) case for e-government research.
– Broad impact on the governance mission
– Accelerate response to urgent mission requirements
– Dual roles of government investor

There are challenges in addressing the downstream issues.

– There are common e-gov elements in the supply chain and risk
management models.
– Except in some mission agencies, there is no coordinated mechanism to
work across the IT supply chain.
– How can NSF best coordinate with the CIO and acquisition communities?
• Are there lessons from mission agency experience?

Balancing breadth and impact requires ongoing consideration.
– Identify and exploit couplings between e-gov and wider CISE portfolio.

• Broad impact on IT themes may best be achieved through narrow success in
e-gov apps.
• Success in e-gov is enhanced when the underlying technologies are broadly
advanced.

– What are the right relationships between research funders, researchers,
and the rest of the supply chain?

Summary
•
•
•

There is an e-gov vision
Much work remains to be done
Leverage commercial sector

•

Government nonetheless has an essential role
– In its own future
– And more broadly in creating public good
• Non-appropriability

•

There are key technologies

•
•

Users and researchers are natural collaborators
Two models are useful to identify routes to impact
– Supply chain
– Risk dimensions

•

Agencies cannot do it alone
– Cross-agency collaboration
– Innovation fund

The End

